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The BRIGHAM YOUNG
UNIVERSITY
BOOK REVIEW
is intended
Children's
Book CHILDREN'S
and Media Review,
Vol. 2 [1981],
Iss. 3, Art.for
1 those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and librarians
who select books for young readers.
We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively ~ but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader. We hope our efforts will help give both adults and children that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate grade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin .
When the reviewer bel ieves that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated. Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level indicated by the vocabulary , treatment of
subject, or format .
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a rating is located immediately under the grade level to the left of each review . The explanation of the
ratings are :

*

Exceptional quality or merit . The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition .

A

Excellence. Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a library
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area .
Generally books with a rating of B are dependable if not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcomings . Should be
purchased only after careful consideration .

NR

Not recommended.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is printed nine times annually,
once each month from September through May. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year. Please
address all correspondence to :
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal op1n1ons of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Brigham Young
University.
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Adams, Adrienne. Tne G~eat Valentine'4 Vay Balloon Race. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980 .
ISBN 0-684-16640-2. LC 80-19527. No cost listed . Unpaged.
Orson Abbott, artist son of The Ea4~~ Egg ~~. celebrates the Valentine
season with Bonnie, the girl-next-door, by creating a beautiful travelling balloon
and then participating in an exciting racing event with it. Mother and Father Abbott
A
are their usual supportive and flexible selves; the imaginative and enterprising
K-3 young rabbit is a refreshing char.a cter, and the pictures are, as is usual with
Adrienne Adams' work, delightful. The book is a nice addition to library answers
to holiday needs.--c.o.
Bates, Betty.

A

Love 14 Like Peanut4.

Holiday House, 1980.

ISBN 0-8234-0402-1.

$7.95. 125p.

Young girls never tire of reading about young love, and this is a well written
story on the subject. There are problems for Marianne and Toby, but they retain
their personal high standards.
Marianne learns patience and compassion taking care of a brain-damaged child.
The characters mature into very likeable adults, and although the story ends
with their parting, it is a hopeful one.--L.T.

Blair, Gwenda. L~ Ingali4
$5 .99. 64p .

Wild~.

Putnam, 1981.

ISBN 0-399-61139-8.

LC 79-20758.

This brief biography of Laura Ingalls Wilder, author of the little HoU4e books
which are based upon her own childhood experiences, is much needed because avid
readers of the series are often eager to learn more about the woman who wrote them.
C
However, the biography is weak in several areas. It is so simplified that is seems
1-4 to talk down to the age level of children who read the little HoU4e books. The style
is choppy and stilted and the vivid details which make the reader really feel they
know the individual are missing. Despite the shortcomings, those who read and
reread the little HoU4e series will surely want to pick up the book.--C .B.
Bulla, Clyde Robert. A Lion ~o
LC 80-2455. $9.89. 115p.

G~

U4.

Thomas Y. Crowell, 1981.

ISBN 0-690-04097-0.

After her mother ' s death, Amanda Freebold, her younger brother age 8, and her
sister age 5, left England for American in search of their father. Their ship was
wrecked during a storm off an island in The Bermudas about six hundred miles from
Jamestown. Almost a year later, the shipwrecked group managed to build two small
B
crafts and sailed to Virginia where Amanda immediately began to search for her
3-5 father.
The book is based on historical facts, although the characters are fictional.
The story is told in such a simple way that the middle grade child could enjoy it
without having too much historical background. Despite a somewhat contrived ending,
(the father was located so readily), the book is a worthwhile contribution for
the often overlooked middle grade level.--C.B.
Burland, Cottie Frai. An Aztec Town.
80-50041. No cost listed. 29p .

Warwick Press, 1980.

ISBN 0-531-09173-2 .

LC

An Az~ec Town is a short, informative and well-llustrated book on the Aztec
civilization. It contains one page descriptions of twelve aspects of Aztec life
such as The Temple of Death, the Royal Palace, Strict Upbringing, and a Warrior's
Life . The main text is easy to read and contains much interesting information on
B
Aztecs. The illustrations contain precise figures and characters depicting this
3-6 civilization . Brief comments imposed on the illustrations emphasize particular
aspects of Aztec life, and help to connect the illustrations to the text of the
book. The book does dwell on the violence and blood-thirsty aspects of the Aztecs
which may help perpetrate a type of stereotype view of Indians. The book, however,
deScribes parts of Aztec Civilization that would interest young people and hold
their attention.--G.C.
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And the text does not play second fiddle to the art: "Low tide and daylight
were Levi Farber's tide and time. The jetty was his place. There he sat in the cockpit of the rocks, watching a lone ship and the rolling sea." One admires those who
produce beauty with such restraint.--T.K.H.
French. Michael. The

T~

Delacorte, 1980.

Sea6on.

ISBN 0-440-08600-0.

$8.95.

Unpaged.

Henry Chevrolet, better known as "Indian", had found an activity in which he
could excel. He was an outstanding shotputter and his success assured him acceptance
among his high school classmates. His father, a Cherokee Indian, had experienced
problems throughout his life because of prejudice, but "Indian" was determined to be
different.
A
Things looked pretty bright for Indian. Several college athletic scouts were
9-12 following his successes and making friendly overtures. His future seemed secure.
Then he was approached by a popular local car dealer who offered him a bribe to throw
his next match. Indian refused and was roughed up to the point it appeared he would
never compete again.
Indian's struggle to overcome his set-back and go on to achieve his cherished
ambition is chronicled in this fast-paced and exciting novel for teenaged boys.--A.M.
Jones, Penelope.

I'm No.t Afovi.ng!

Bradbury Press, 1980.

ISBN 0-87888-156-5.

$7.95.

32p.

Emmy's family is planning to move but she refuses to go with them. After all,
she can't leave her digging hole. She visits all her neighbors with the hopes of
finding a place to stay, but finds none of them satisfactory. Undaunted, she decides
to live in her hole by making it bigger. She digs and digs until time for dinner
B when her parents find her and father promises her new hole will be even better. With
K-2 that, there is no place she'd rather be than with her family.
A child's insecurity when faces with a move is a universal and well-understood
theme. As frightening as a move may be for a child, Emmy's solution seems to come
rather quickly. There is no development of parental concern and responsibility--in
fact, the pictures portray the parents as treating the matter lightly.--K.C.
Karl, Jean. But We A4e No.t
$10.25. 170p.

o6

~.

Dutton, 1981.

ISBN 0-525-27342-5.

LC 80-21849.

Having grown up in an artificial environment away from Earth, Romula and her three
classmates are overwhelmed by the Earth-like planet they find while on a training expedition. Earthlings raised in the colonies away from the mother planet are neither
allowed to visit Earth nor to colonize habitable planets. Therefore, these four young
people, along with their advisor, revel in the fresh air as they "rough it" in the
atmosphere of their heritage. But Romula begins to realize that Caper, their advisor,
has been there before, and this time he doesn't plan for any of them to leave. She
B
4-7 also discovers that they are not alone on this wonderful planet. Wonderful as it is,
losing the freedom to choose is enough to cause Romula and her companions to fight
for their future. They must escape.
This is a novel to be enjoyed by the science fiction fans around your home or
school. It ought to be a worthwhile acquisition though not a show-stopper. Jean Karl
had a line on a fascinating storyline but did not quite exercise its potential. The
story is smoothly written, however, and provides some exciting moments.--M.T.
Marger, Mary Ann . JU6tice at P~ee.
LC 80-18639. $7.95. 140p.

A
6+

Elsevier/Nelson Books, 1980.

ISBN 0-525-66690-7.

Except for the Korean War years (1950-1953), the 1950's are frequently remembered
as a rather sleepy, uneventful period sandwiched between the end of World War II and
the turbulent period of free-speech movements and anti-war demonstrations.
Cary Bowen was a high school senior in Peachtree, South Carolina, in 1950, and
it's remarkable to note that the Korean War doesn't seem to have affected Cary and
her classmates in any way. Even her father, owner and editor of the local newspaper,
didn't discuss it with his cronies who met each evening to discuss important events .
Their one concern appeared to focus on rur.blings from the "liberals" and "northerners"
who were foolishly and/or maliciously fermenting discontent among the "coloreds".
Since Cary's father was comparatively, if not offensively, liberal and her mother
a "northerner" (though she had lived in South Carolina for years), Cary was exposed
to a somewhat broader range of information and ideas than most of her friends.
Cary wanted simply to enjoy school activities and worry about nothing more serious
than the lack of a date for an important dance, but she couldn't completely shut her
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eyes to the inequities around her. She couldn't help wondering about the fa i rness of
Annie, their maid, supporting nine children on $3.00 a week. She was sickened when
she sturrbled onto the ramshackle "colored school" which she'd always vaguely known
about but never seen.
Th~ author, who lived in South Carolina during her teenage years, has faithfully
created a picture of a place and time in a frozen moment on the precipice of
cataclysmic change.--A.M.
McHargue, Georgess.
$9.95. 259p.

The

Ho~eman'4 Wo~d.

.

Delacorte, 1981.

ISBf! 0-440-04167-8
.

LC 80-66736.

Champion rider Leigh Powers was a self-confident young American girl who knew
what she wanted from life and had always been able to meet just about any situation
with aplorrb.
Her aunt was married to a Scot who had recently suffered from a stroke, l eaving
no one to manage the family lands and a pony-trekking business they worked each summer.
Leigh, with her years of experience with horses, felt sure she could handle the
ponies so she offered to spend the summer in Scotland. In addition to helping her
relatives, she rather expected to enjoy a bit of a lark in a strange country with unA
7-12 familiar customs and rather unpredictable people.
An unexpected meeting with a brash young Scot, Rob Tinto, brought not only fun
and excitement into her summer but danger and intrigue as well. His agreement, against
his better judgement, to smuggle Leigh into a sinister, "all male", and highly secret
gathering to learn the horseman's word, brought horror and sorrow to them both. Leigh's
determination to make things right again led to difficult decisions and actions which
helped her grow in the understanding of herself and in empathy for others.
An exciting story with interesting glimpses of Scottish country life .--A.M.
Miller, Steven B. The ~ht Son.
79-10759 . $14.95 . 128p.

Four Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07582-9.

LC

This can perhaps be described as a transcendental comic book in boards. Phaedran
comes to the planet Fauna, the lost and found department of the universe, to search
for a happiness dimly remembered. This he ultimately finds in the center of the planet
in the land of the midnight sun, where, after many trials, Phaedran is confronted with
a black image of himself. This alter-ego is actually an altered worm who has been
slithering through the entire tale. '"Of course! Worm was that part of me! What
C
I've been seeking all along!' It is completion . " Now he i s admitted "into that
4-6 final ultimate mystery • • . the source of life .• . the Midnight Son" which tums
out to be a pagan polytheistic presence.
I found the name Phaedran disquieting and on checking discovered that the feminine
form (Phaedra) signifies wantonness. This book started other intemal stirrings that
tended to negate, for me, the message of the story; transcendental experiences are
not fully captured by the highest forms of literary expression, let alone "in 450
detailed drawings" with choppy comic captions . --T .K.H.
Ransome, Arthur . Coot Club . Chatto, Bodley, Jonathan, 1981 .
listed. 35lp . (This was first published in 1934) .

ISBN 0-224-60635-2.

No price

One of Ransome's sterling qualities is his sensitivity. This, the f ifth in the
series of holiday adventures, finds Dick and Dorothea Callu, whom we f i rst met in
w~~ Hotiday, in the Norfolk Broads where they hope to learn to sail while staying
with Mrs. Barrable in the yacht Tea4el. They meet Tom Dudgeon, Port and Starboard
(the Farland twin sisters), and the Death and Glories, three brothers who have a boat
of that name.
These locals have formed a bird protection society and call it the Coot Club .
Their prime concem is nest number seven, where a coot with a white wing-feather is
on the edge of hatching her brood. But her eggs are threatened when an odious group
of tourists in a rented motor cruiser anchor athwart the nest. As a last resort,
*
Tom casts the cruiser adrift.
5+
I find it reassuring that one can have a sensitivity to nature without the
fanaticism of some U.S. ecological groups. Even more impressive is the bond of trust
between Tom and his father, who, after a discussion of the necessity of the action,
siinply indicates, "I'd rather they didn't catch you."
The plot revolves around Tom's evasion of the rowdies, whom the Coot Club calls
the Hullabaloos . In the process, the Coot Club helps Mrs. Barrable sail the Tea4 el
all through the Broads and Dick and Dorothea learn a great deal about sailing. And
for that matter, so do we, because here there are tides and bridges and pilots to make
the s.tory most interesting . After all this exciting chase and evasion, the Hullaballoos
run their cruiser onto a beacon post on Breydon Water.
All of the 1981
characters in this book are delimited with a depth and brea dth that
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive,
makes for a fine story and demonstrates the author's sensibilities .--T. K. H.
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Roach, f•1arilynne K. Vown to EaJLth a:t Wal.de.n.
29647-1. LC 80-15248. $7.95. 87p.

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1980. 0-395ISBN

Vown to EaJLth a:t Wal.de.n is mostly a collection of details about the Walden area.
Roach is obviously familiar with and loves the area and particularly its literary
associations. Her introduction says: "The core of Walden is its philosophy presented
in a framework of Thoreau's daily life during his sojourn at Walden Pond . This book
attempts to enlarge only on the material parts of Walden, the day-to-day living and
the how-to, for Thoreau, the philosopher was also a practical man." But some of
.
Thoreau-the-philosopher does come through.
I love her sketch of Thoreau on page one with a pencil behind his ear . The maps
and charts of the village and garden and pond area all fascinated me. Her drawings
in the geology chapter, as well as the information, are helpful. A young reader
acquainted with this book would certainly be more ready to read and appreciate Walden.
Even mature readers might find it an enjoyable, informative accompanying work to Wal.de.n.
She closes with "Current problems of overuse and misuse once again show Walden
to be a microcosm of the natural world."--E.W.
~Is.

A

6+

Ross, Tony.
67493.

A
K+

Jack and the
$8.95.

B~~.

Delacorte Press, 1980.

LC

Tony Ross ' adaptation of this classic tale illustrates the fact that he is an
imaginative author-artist. The basic story is there, but he has spiced it up with a
few unexpected things like a giant who wears boats for shoes and eats whale and rhinoceros for di nner. Jack and his mother are joined by little sister Polly and a cat
named Bodger.
Most of the author's ingenuity shows up in the illustrations. One page has a
series of nine pictures showing the growth of the beanstalk from the time Jack drops
the magic bean into the dirt until it has grown so tall the moon has to look up at
it. The next illustration is of Jack hanging onto the beanstalk and looking down at
the world below. Birds are flying by and the one in the lead wears a hat and goggles.
Almost every picture has some bizarre element added to it. The reader is never bored.
Ross balances the familiar story with his own zany interpretation. His pictures
are colorful and fun . Every character, whether animal or human, has personality .
This book should delight children and adults equally . --J.C .

Rubinstein, Robert E. When ~en4 S~eam.
07937-7. LC so~e788. $7.95. 206p.

A
6+

ISBN 0-440-04168-6.
80-

Unpaged .

Dodd, Mead &Company, 1981.

ISBN 0-306-

Ned Turner is a high school boy who lives in a town where the major means of
employment is a nuclear power plant. Every couple of weeks the sirens scream as a
test to keep the town alert to the safety factors involved with a nuclear plant.
Also, every couple of weeks a group of out-of-town protestors march to the nuclear
plant to register their disapproval of the plant in the state. The story deals with
the conflict between the people who rely upon the nuclear plant for employment and
economic security and the people who oppose the plant because of social, political,
and safety reasons.
The story describes how Ned Turner, a high school student changes from the supportive side of the plant to the opposition side. His change began as he watched employees at the~ant physically abuse a high school physics teacher who spoke against
the plant, and as he observed how the plant supervisors used their power to influence
the citizens and individual employees. He was also influenced by the arguments of
a young female protestor. When the sirens screamed at 2:00 a.m. and a real accident
happened at the plant, Ned's remaining support for the plant disappeared. Townspeople
had to remain indoors for three days except for two hours to shop. Panic set in and
the terror of mob action in a grocery store was matched by the panic and terror of
the employees who realized, after the emergency was over, that they would lose their
boats, campers and cycles if the plant closed. The erner~ency 1t1as for!'1otten and
everyone opposin9 the plant was marked a traitor by the townspeople.
The book has a mysterious effect which holds reader interest. Although the
reader knows from the start the outcome of the book, the author effectively weaves
the theme through different episodes and analyzes different viewpoints of the theme.
A well-written book that describes an important social issue.--G.C.

Sarnoff, Jane and Reynold Ruffins. 16 You w~e Really Sup~~ou&.
&Sons, 1980. ISBN 0-684-16443-4. $7.95. 32p.

Charles Scribner's

" . . . People everywhere all through the years have.had.superstiti~ns to try to
explain things they didn't understand." Here is a fascmat1ng collec~1on ~f superstitions for all times of day, from several countries, and for many s1tuat1ons from
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss3/1
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getting up in the morning to going to bed at night. If you are superstitious, you
will want to memorize this book. If you are curious, you will enjoy reading this
A
book for the fun of it.
1-5
Most of the superstitions rehearsed here are so ridiculous they cancel their
own validity, but in some cases the authors point out to young readers the error of
trusting in them. Here is an example: (page 25) "Bees can't sting you while you
are holding your breath. (Don't count on it)."
The writing style is brisk and clever. The illustrations add to the fun of
reading the book.--J.C.
St. Peter, Joyce.
$8.89. 13lp.

Atwag~ Ab~ail.

Lippincott, 1981.

ISBN 0-397-31935-5.

LC 81-47103.

Abigail, age twelve, finds life difficult when both parents go away to pursue
their own interests. She is worried that this summer separation of her parents may
mean they are drifting apart and will eventually get a divorce. Aunt Bess, a newspaper writer, will stay with her, and Abigail will attend a day camp which she refers
to as a "fat camp." When she disobeys the rules, Abigail gets herself expelled.
Going to a Tenderfoot Farm with Aunt Bess gets her involved and Abigail realizes
B
4-7 that being twelve is not so bad after all.
The book is realistically told, dealing with issues that trouble twelve-yearolds today : being too fat, separation of parents, and rejection by peers. Abigail's
story shows that everything is not all bad and that losing self in the service of
others helps one to solve some personal problems . The author accomplishes this without being didactic.--C.B .
Synge, Ursula. The CUant a:t the Folt.d a.nd OthVt Le.gen6 o6 :the Sa..i.na.
ISBN 0-689-5016804. $8.95. 182p.

Atheneum, 1978.

Synge retells the stories of the saints--major and minor--with wit and verve.
Retelling is difficult in itself, but bestowing mortal beginnings and human attributes
on those now sainted is doubly difficult.
·
A
The final paragraph of the introduction captures the spirit· of the book:
4-7 "And if you were to ask me if these stories are true, I could only reply that if they
are not, then they should be, for goodness is true and so is humility and so is love,
and if goodness and truth and humility and love cannot work wonders, then there may
be no wonder in the world at all but only cold facts and concrete. I could not bear
to believe that."--T.K .H.
Turkle, Brinton. Vo Not Open.
32p.

Dutton, 1981.

ISBN 0-525-28785-X.

LC 80-10289.

$11.50.

Miss Moody lives near the sea in a sturdy house built by a sea captain and furnished with the fruits of her beachcombing. Independent and fearless (during a severe
storm, she selects a good ghost story to read), her companion is a Captain Ki dd, a
cat who hides from bad weather. One day they find a small, dark bottle on the sand.
Scratched on the outside was a warning: DO NOT OPEN. Unable to resist the voice of
a child which pleaded for her to pull the stopper because it had been imprisoned by
a witch, Miss Moody opens the bottle and releases a frightening giant whose purpose
is to bring terror and destruction to the world. She, of course, is unimpressed and
with her calm wits and the help of Captain Kidd, dispatches the disagreeable monster
A
in a most satisfying manner.
K-4
Turkle sparkles in this selection. With an admirable sense of cracking a good
story and winning illustration, he unfolds a focused and appealing tale which gets
better with each rereading. Once the reader knows what happens, there is time to
savor the visual development of the monster from a vague, black cloud into a fanged,
wart-faced nightmare . There is time to compare the dark power of an ocean storm at
its height with the peaceful view of the same beach scene which comes after the storm
and the monster are both history .
There is time to enjoy textual details like the banjo clock which frames th~
story by popping up at the beginning, middle and end. Always good, Turkle has never
been better.--J.J.
Weiss, Harvey. How To Be An
$8.95. 96p.

Invento~.

Crowell, 1980.

ISBN 0-690-04052-0.

LC 79-7823.

The author, a professor of sculpture at Adelphi University, describes himself
as a dedicated tinkerer and gadgeteer. Here he shares ideas for developing creativity
in solving problems. Admittedly not for the serious or scientific inventor, the book
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1981
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A
5+

encourages brainstorming to identify specific needs for items which, if available,
would simplify or enrich some aspect of life or perhaps just give someone a chuckle.
It also suggests brainstorming to find many possible ways, regardless of how ridiculous they might seem, to fulfill the identified needs.
Helpful suggestions for drawing and modeling are given along with tips for making
the gadgets work.
Amusing inventions which havebeen patented through the years are pictured and
described along with inventions by famous people such as Leonardo de Vi nci, Benjamin
Franklin, etc. The author also shares two of his own inventions--a steam propelled
model ·airplane and a beckoning hand--both of which the author admits are utterly useless, but fun .
Patents are defined and a brief history of the U.S. Patent Office is given. References for further reading are appended.
Not as amusing as Jim Murphy's W~ S Wacky Inv~n6 but more helpful for the
would-be-inventor.--A .M.

Winter, Paula.

~ An~ew.

Crown, 1980.

ISBN 0-517-53911-X.

$7.95.

Unpaged.

Paula Winter has earned another starred review with ~ A~ew. Her eloquently
detailed drawings, from the Water- Pik in the first to the subtle visual punchline
in the last, go beyond the delightful to the hilarious. Here we have a donkey who
blowdries his mane, spit-shines his hooves, and spends hours dressing before a fulllength mirror. He can hardly be troubled to take his eyes off himself, and therein
*
K-3 lies the plot. By the end of the book it is clear that Sir Andrew's physical form
only reiterates his mentality--and that the author's choice of a donkey for her
character was no accident.
Youngsters will love this book, and parents will want to show it to their friends.
It's one of the best laughs of the year!--T.J .H.
Wrightson, Patricia. Jo~ey Behind
80-25005. $8.95. 156p.

~he

Wind.

Atheneum, 1981.

ISBN 0-689-50198-7.

LC

Jo~ey Behind ~e Wind is the conclusion to the series about Wirrun, a young
Australian Aboriginal. Wirrun and Murra, the Yunggamurra, a silver water-spirit he
had smoked the magic out of and made into a golden brown girl, are playing delightfully, living a happy free life, when he feels a fear and hears a call through the
power in the net bag at his belt. Ko-in, the ancient spirit hero, is calling him to
deal with the thing with the red-glowing eyes and no body.
A
This quest takes Wirrun to seek Wulgaru, the stealer of men's spirits and master
4-8 of the threat with red eyes . The old man, Tom Hunter, shows up and helps when he is
most needed. Yunggamurra's sisters draw her back to them and Wirrun's quest even
takes him to the land of Yunggamurra. He seeks her help to save himself in this
decisive battle with Wulgaru, and with it, he eventually wins. "So the hero and the
water-girl went from the cavern up into the green evening sky--But where they went
only the land knew . "
I've loved the books about Wirrun. Patricia Wrightson creates a world of fantasy ,
folk tale and spirit in a terrain already inviting, threatening and mysterious.--E.W.

Books in this issue are from the following publishers:
ATHENEUM. 122 East 42nd Street, New York City, NY 10017
BRADBURY PRESS, INC. 2 Overhill Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583
CROWELL, THOMAS Y. 666 Fifth Avenue, New York City, NY 10019
CROWN PUBLISHERS. 1 Park Avenue, New York City, NY 10016
DELACORTE PRESS . 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, New York City, N7Y 1001
DODO, MEAD, & C0.79 Madison Avenue, New York City, NY 10017
DUTTON, E.P. 2 Park Avenue, New York City, NY 10016
ELSEVIER/NELSON BOOKS . 30 E. 42nd Street, New York City, NY 10017
FOUR WINOS PRESS. 50 W. 44th Street, New York City, NY 10016
HOLIDAY HOUSE, INC . 18 E. 53rd Street, New York City, NY 10022
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY. 2 Park Street, Boston, MA 02107
KNOPF, ALFRED A. INC . 201 E. 50th Street, New York City, NY 10022
LIPPINCOTT. E. Washington Square, Philadelphia, PA 19105
PUTNAM'S SONS. 200 Madison Avenue, New York City, NY 10016
SCRIBNER, CHARLES & SONS. 597 Fifth Avenue, New York City, NY 1001 7
WARWICK PRESS. 2616 N.W. 33rd Street, Oklahoma City, OK 7311 2
VIKING PRESS INC . 625 Madison Avenue , New York City, NY 10022

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss3/1
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Review: Full Issue

BYU Children's Book Review
Dept. of Elementary Education
243 McKay Builrling
Briqham Young University
Provo, UT 84602

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1981
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